2002 chevy cavalier coolant reservoir

Lake Ford helped make these videos. Adding engine coolant also known as antifreeze to your
Chevrolet Cavalier is pretty easy. Engine coolant circulates through your engine to keep it cool
in the summer but won't freeze in the winter. Make sure to check your engine when it is cold for
an accurate reading. The video above shows you where the coolant reservoir in your Cavalier is
located and how to add coolant. Be sure to check your owners manual to determine the correct
type of fluid to add - for Chevrolets, it will typically be in a section titled Fluid Capacities in the
back of your manual. Some coolants will come premixed-that is, you don't need to add any
water. Removing the coolant reservoir cap on a warm engine could cause the cap to fly off at a
high rate of speed and fluid to spray out of the reservoir. Always wear safety goggles when
working on your Cavalier. Promptly wipe up any spilled fluid as it is highly toxic. Animals love
its sweet taste, so even a spilling a small amount on your garage floor can end up in the dog's
stomach pretty quickly. If you notice an oily surface in your coolant, immediately have your
mechanic inspect your Cavalier for head gasket leakage. Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Flushing the coolant in your car is not
that hard and will extend the life of your engine tremendously - learn how here! Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Proper jumpstart procedure. Learning how to jump your car before you
need to is an excellent idea. Sedan 4 Door. Coolant flush. Replace your car battery. Did you
know that heat is worse for your battery than cold? Replace it every 4 years. Replace brake
lights. Burnt out brake lights increase your chance of getting rear ended - check and change
yours today. See all videos for the Chevrolet Cavalier. We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything I am not sure as to what has happened. My mom gave me
the car recently and her ex boyfriend who thinks he is good with cars replaced the water pump
on it. To get to the point the car was fine up until about a month ago the car was running fine. I
have been driving it for 6 months or so now. A month ago I was driving and noticed it was
overheating a bit the day before so before i left the house i placed a jug of water in it. I went on a
drive stopped and pulled into a parking lot and immediately when I shut the car off there was
steam coming from out of the underneath part of the car. I got out and noticed that there was an
extremely large amount of water leaking from the left side of the car. I made it safely. Everything
seemed fine after that and the car was driving normal until like 2 or 3 days later. I was driving
home and about a block away i kept getting the smell of something burning. Yesterday I placed
water in it and let it run for about 2 min. Barely any water leaked from underneath just small
drips here and there. Its a tube that lets out pressure i think. I am unsure. So my question is.
Does anyone know what is wrong by the sounds of this? I am a girl and I do not want to go into
a radiator or a mechanic shop and have them tell me I need 2, in work or something considering
I have no idea what is going on. Any help! I really need this :[. Trending News. Wife of drug
kingpin El Chapo arrested in Virginia. Pat Sajak called out for mocking contestant. Top
volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban. Jobless workers may face a surprise tax bill. Do
you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Answer Save. Still have questions? Get your
answers by asking now. Engine Cooling problem Chevy Cavalier 4 cyl the water in the reservoir
is slowly steaming out of the overflow tube when it reaches about on the gauge. I've flushed the
system and replaced the thermostat and the fan. It never goes above until most of the water
steams out, what could be causing this? Do you. Have the cap tested to be sure it can hold
pressure. If it is ok, you may need to have the cooling system chemical tested for exhaust
gasses bad head gasket. Was this answer. Are you using coolant or only water? Also, I need
you to check some things. First, is there any coolant mixing with the oil? Any oil mixing with the
coolant? Also, check the front corners of the cylender head for evidence of coolant leaks.
Finally, with the engine cold, remove the radiator cap and start the engine. Does any of the
coolant come shooting out? Sorry for all the questions, but based on what you replaced, I really
am thinking you have a bad head gasket and that is causing the problem. If coolant is forced
from the radiator when it is cold and you just start the engine, that tells me compression is
making its way into the system. Let me know what you find. Also, check closely for evidence of
leaks around the head. Most common spot is the driver's side front of the engine for leaks. Joe
Was this answer. Im using just water at the moment I was going to wait to put coolant after it
quit steaming so I didn't waste it. I checked the dipstick for signs of water and didn't see any
and there isn't any oil in the water. It doesn't have a radiator cap just a reservoir and it doesn't

shoot out of it when engine is cold and just started. Do you think the coolant will keep it from
steaming out at that temperature? I would think so. Since water boils at and coolant will go to ,
that may be part of the problem. Are you sure there are no leaks around the head? Nope I can't
see any leaks anywhere. I would recommend trying one more thing before installing the coolant.
Pressure test the cooling system so you can check for leaks. You will need a pump to do it.
Most parts stores will lend or rent them to you. It is nothing more than a hand pump that screws
on to where the rad cap is. Pressureize the system and check for leaks. Please login or register
to post a reply. An overheating engine is never a good thing to have happen. If the problem is
caught quickly you can save the headache of a major engine repair and possibly having to buy
a I Replaced The Thermostat. But It Is Still Overheating. Sitting Still It Does When Sitting At
Long Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It looks like you're new here. If you want to
get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. May edited July in Chevrolet. Started loosing coolant. Pressure tesed no leaks. Found
system pushing coolant out of overflow hose like a garden hose. Replaced thermostat, same
problem. Fan runs OK. I can only think there is a restricition in the system causing the backup.
June The car runs fine except when u first start it up. It sounds like the car is only firing on 2
instead of 4. When taken down to the local parts store we put it on a code reading devise, it read
no code were on then the engine light went off. The water light remains, I only added water
instead of antifreeze. Could this be the problem, is this a common problem and, is there an easy
fix to this problem?????? September I have a Chevy Cavalier with , miles on it. After I did that,
the engine now runs even hotter without the fan turning on. I decided to let the engine idle for
awhile to see when the fan kicks in and it starts at about degrees, runs for 10 seconds and the
temperature falls to around and doesn't take long to go back to It makes me nervous with any
car, where the temperature raises above the half-way mark on the dial. I called where I had it
serviced in the first place, and then I contacted the Chevy Dealer. Both places ask "Is it in the
red zone? Does the fan turn on? Does the engine start to cool? And when I try to say "Well, the
temperature didn't used to get that hot" and I have to answer that the fan kicks in and cools the
engine back to , I get treated like an idiot again. All I know is that for 5 years, my car has been
running around with the fan not letting it get above and I want it to run the same as before. How
do I get the dealership to do anything for me, or how can I fix the problem myself? Actually the
fan comes on at about deg F, this is normal. I know of no fix for factory programing. May I
returned home after a mile trip and had to add a half gallon of coolant. My mechanic says that
this is caused by a faulty thermostat. How is a faulty thermostat a cause of this coolant loss?
Driving around town does not cause coolant loss. First thing, did your mechanic pressure test
your cooling system? If not, request it. If you are having to add a half gallon of coolant after a
trip then you have a leak. A pressure test can help determine where the leak is coming from.
The most common places for a leak is around the head gasket and around the water pump or
through the water pump seep hole. Also, another suggestion would be to check your oil. If it
looks milky, you have an internal coolant leak. If you have an internal coolant leak, get it fixed
ASAP before serious engine damage occurs. On another note, your mechanic is wrong. Your
thermostat is not causing the coolant loss. Sounds like a plugged radiator. Same thing
happened to me last year in my cavalier. I had the same issue with a Cavailier. Mount a small
plastic container and run the overflow hose into it. If coolant is coming out of the hose before
buying another radiator cap do a compression test. If all cylinders are not up to pressure it
could be the head gasket. Unfortuntely that is what was causing my coolant loss. July My
cavalier is loosing some serious coolant. There is no sign of external leakage and I've checked
the oil and it's normal. There isn't any smoke either. Where is it going. I'm also loosing power
and it's getting hard to start. The heater blows hot on and off, the thermostat has been replaced
and the temp. Please give me a clue! Disconnect the radiator hoses, run water through the
hoses and ensure no blockagein radiator or hoses. If blocked flush or remove and boil. If soda
bottle fills up after driving car after enssuring radiator is not blocked run compression test.
Most likely head gasket. October Mine has been loosing coolant too. I suspected the head
gasket, because my oil was smoking when I removed the cap, but it was still the same color.
Also I couldn't smell any coolant burning in my oil. There wasn't any leaks on the ground, but I
went and had it pressure tested, and it turns out that it was my water pump that has a small leak
on it. I would have it pressure tested before you throw away tons of money to get a new head
gasket, because that may not be what is wrong. November It sounds like you may have air
trapped in the cooling system. The Cavalier has a bleed screw located on the high part of the
metal coolant pipe in the front of the engine. From: 2carpros. Set heater for maximum heat.
Remove radiator cap. Loosen drain plug and remove drain bolt if equipped from engine block.
Drain coolant reservoir. Loosen bleed bolt and fill radiator up to base of filler neck. Close bleed

bolt when coolant flows out without bubbles. Tighten bleed bolt. With radiator cap removed,
start and operate engine to normal operating temperature. Add coolant if necessary and check
for leaks ". December How can you test a relay so you know if it is bad or not? February My low
coolant light has came on too with my cavalier. I keep on putting in anti-freeze, and have
recently put it in 3 times within the past month and a half. I checked my oil and nothing is wrong
with my oil, and my engine seems to be running fine; its not over heating on bit. What possibly
could be wrong with it? Its leaking somewhere, but I'm not sure. Tape a small plastic container
to your overflow hose and see if the water is boiling out your overflow hose while you are
driving. If so I would do a compression test, sounds like a head gasket. I have a cavalier and
When I was driving it I dint notice coolant leaking! BUT when the car was idle It leaked by the
gallon! I replaced the water pump and the car runs better then ever!!! There is a leak due to
corrosion in an elbow in the coolant system in my son's Cavalier 2. The upper radiator hose
connects to the elbow, which goes into the engine block? How is this elbow replaced? Does it
simply pull out from the engine? Is a new elbow reinserted with a high temperature sealer?
Thanks for any help. April Where are the coolant temp sensor and fan relay located on a 2. Mine
runs continuously, even from a cold start. White smoke can be a transmission problem also, but
if your losing coolant it is most likely a head gaske, especially if it's a Cavilier. Adding products
to a cooling system with a leaky head gasket will only make the problem worse. The head has to
be pulled and the gasket replaced before you end up with a cracked head or worse. My
daughters Cavalier has had the heater core replaced times in the last 2 years, the latest one only
lasted about 2 months. She is now driving it without heat as the core keeps failing. Part is
cheap, replacing it is tough. What would cause this. I've had it replaced by a mechanic each
time He thinks it could be the head gasket and the car isn't worth that repair. However, it is best
to get the head gasket replaced because if u temporarily fix this it will just do the same thing in
a few months also, coolant entering the combustion chamber WILL damage the vehicle so the
problem should be remedied ASAP. January Is this a blown head gasket? I have a Cavalier with
, miles. Recently I've been getting a faint to moderate scent of anti freeze in the car via the
vents. There is no coolant leak and the vehicle runs and drives fine. I was advised by a
co-worker that it could be the heater core. Does that sound accurate? Of late the bettery light
has been coming on during normal driving, but It tends to shut off after a few moments. Does
anyone here know what could be causing this? It's been happening a bit more often and I am a
little concerned. I have a Cavalier. It recently has been over heating. I have to put coolant in it
every few days. Then tonight, my lights were dimming and the car was making funny noises.
And when I parked, smoke was coming from the passenger side under the hood. I have no idea
what it going on! Thermostat is gone or water pump, have you noticed your heat gauge isn't
working properally, this is most likely this problem. Ok, so, the AC the fan in my car seems to
work, but the air coming out of it isn't very cold at all; I was wondering if there was anything I
can do to make it colder? Is it also something I can do myself? The heating works, in case
you're wondering. I have a 02 Z24 in good condition, however when I shift from 2nd to 3rd gear
the car sounds and feels as if the manual transmission is slipping high rpms and little to no
power. Dose anyone have an idea what the problem could be. June edited June I added coolant
to my 03 Cavalier and my overheating light is on again? Not sure what to go to next?
Thermostat or how to see why the light is on and the temperature is going up again on the
gauge? August Put car up on ramp or jack up enough to put 5 gallon bucket underneath to
collect most of the coolant as you remove the thermostat housing. Take the thermostat to cook
stove, put in sauce pan fill higher than thermostat. Now remember to take it to parts store and
get the same height and size. Some cheaper stat will be shorter in height causing less coolant
to flow leading to hotter engine. Taller stat lead more coolant flow and less heat buildup in block
and head. Put stat back in and if it still overheat-next check the water pump. Replaced water
pump and thermastat on cavalier about five months ago. Everything was fine untill about a week
ago i noticed a antifreeze smell from the engine and now the coolant seems to slowly leak from
somewhere again because iv had to add coolant twice in one week. Its not the head gasket and
im not sure if its the water pump again. Theres a small amount of coolant on the ground about
the same area it was when the water pump was leaking before. Could the pump have gone bad
again already or could it be something else? Its hard to pinpoint do to its been raining for the
last few days. Anyone got any ideas? I usually don't use must the gasket by itself, I like to use
the sealer with the gasket for LONG maintenance free job. Should last another ,00 miles. Is your
gauge more than halfway? You should not have to remove anything else to get to water pump
usually took me 25 min to complete the job! Wait 6 hour before adding coolant. Should not have
to torque it anymore than pound with torque wrench. July edited July I have Cavalier 4 door with
a 2. After getting it back from having radiator inlet replaced Today I noticed some steam or
something coming from engine and I just need this fixed Any advice or ideas would be helpful.

If so then the tiny holes in the head gasket is plugging up with rust crust causing choking of
coolant flowing upward thru the head gasket as the water pump is pushing the water into the
lower block first. Hot coolant runs out the pipe on the left side by the serpentine belts that flows
into heater core and back into the thermostat housing and back into the engine and as the temp
start to get degree then the thermostat opens up allowing COOL coolant to flow into water
pump into the block. Hig
cbrforum
mitsubishi split system wiring diagram
how to measure for trim
hly likely is that rust has build up around the holes in the Head Gasket that let coolant flow thru
is now plugging up and restricting flow of coolant therefore letting it over heat. Take out the
thermostat for now till you can get to replacing the head gasket. Even though it will run cold but
the better than warping the head and having more to deal with. It could also be that the heater
core is plugging up. NOTE: the heater core coolant is a full time flow that mean it runs in a loop
constantly from the engine back to engine and not when you want heat in the car in the winter. I
know it a stupid setup! To find out if the heater core is plugged up-- follow the hose coming out
of the firewall that supply coolant to core and disconnect them at the closet point and use a
garden hose with a taper nozzel and inject it one way and the other way next and it no or little
flow mean it plugged up, it full flow after cleaning it out mean the core is not plugged up. Sign In
or Register to comment.

